We explore the relic density of dark matter and the particle spectrum within a constrained version of an E 6 inspired SUSY model with an extra U (1) N gauge symmetry. In this model a single exact custodial symmetry forbids tree-level flavor-changing transitions and the most dangerous baryon and lepton number violating operators. We present a set of benchmark points showing scenarios that have a SM-like Higgs mass of 125 GeV and sparticle masses above the LHC limits. They lead to striking new physics signatures which may be observed during run II of the LHC and can distinguish this model from the simplest SUSY extensions of the SM. At the same time these benchmark scenarios are consistent with the measured dark matter abundance and necessarily lead to large dark matter direct detection cross sections close to current limits and observable soon at the XENON1T experiment.
Introduction
With the discovery of the 125 GeV Higgs boson [1, 2] made in run I of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the primary goal of run II of the LHC is now to look for signs of physics beyond the standard model (SM). The best motivated class of extensions of the SM are models based on low-energy supersymmetry (SUSY). Supersymmetry is the most general extension of the Poincaré group [3, 4] . When the new SUSY partners have masses around the TeV scale the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) allows to address the hierarchy problem, to achieve the unification of the SM gauge couplings, allowing the MSSM to be embedded into a Grand Unified Theory (GUT), and to predict the correct relic abundance of dark matter (DM) simultaneously. E 6 inspired SUSY models provide a very attractive framework for GUT scale physics and can arise from E 8 × E 8 heterotic string theory [5] [6] [7] . At low energies these models can lead to an extra U (1) gauge symmetry which is spontaneously broken, giving rise to an effective µ term and a massive Z gauge boson. E 6 inspired SUSY extensions of the SM gathered a lot of attention in the past (see, for example, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] ).
More recently the exceptional supersymmetric standard model (E 6 SSM) was proposed [19] [20] [21] [22] where righthanded neutrinos have zero charge under the extra U (1) N gauge symmetry. Only in this case can the right-handed neutrinos be superheavy, allowing the see-saw mechanism to explain the mass hierarchy in the lepton sector and providing a mechanism for the generation of the baryon asymmetry in the Universe via leptogenesis [23] . Different modifications of this SUSY model were also considered [24] [25] [26] .
To obtain realistic phenomenology the E 6 SSM has an approximate Z H 2 symmetry to forbid large flavorchanging neutral currents (FCNCs), as well as another exact Z 2 symmetry which plays a similar role to R-parity in the MSSM. The existence of light exotic states in this model, which are not present in the MSSM, could explain the observed relic DM density [27] . However such scenarios also imply that the lightest SM-like Higgs boson decays predominantly into DM exotic states, which also have an unacceptably large spin independent elastic cross section [28] . Thus the corresponding scenarios have been ruled out by DM direct detection and LHC experiments. The proposed phenomenologically viable modification of the E 6 SSM requires the imposition of another discrete symmetry [29] in addition to the set of approximate and exact discrete symmetries mentioned above, to prevent an MSSM-like neutralino from decaying into these exotic states.
Here we investigate for the first time the constrained version of a recently proposed alternative modification of the E 6 SSM (CSE 6 SSM) [30] . This model makes use of recent work on E 6 orbifold GUTs [26] where an exact discrete symmetry was found which forbids both couplings that induce large FCNCs and those that lead to rapid proton decay. At the same time the model also conserves matter parity, which implies that there is a bino-like or Higgsino-like stable DM candidate. In fact the CSE 6 SSM has two potential DM candidates, as the discrete symmetry which forbids FCNCs and proton decay leads to the lightest exotic particle also being stable.
In this letter we demonstrate that a DM candidate stabilized by the automatic conservation of matter parity is sufficient to fit the relic DM density within the CSE 6 SSM while the second candidate is almost massless and therefore contributes negligibly to the DM density in the simplest phenomenologically viable scenarios. In this way we can explain the measured density of DM, while also satisfying LHC constraints such as the 125 GeV Higgs mass measurement and mass limits on sparticles and exotic states. We find that some sparticles and new exotic states can be within reach of run II of the LHC and that DM states have sufficiently large direct detection crosssections close to current limits and observable soon at the XENON1T experiment. We present benchmark points showing scenarios that could be discovered in the very near future in either of these experiments and urgently need to be investigated. This letter is intended to be followed by a more detailed companion paper which will give analytic expressions used; describe the methodology in detail; provide a thorough exploration of the parameter space, with detailed plots of the interesting regions and make a comparison to the MSSM.
Previously the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) of E 6 models with an extra U (1) has been investigated [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] and a mechanism for radiative EWSB demonstrated [38, 39] . These models can increase the theoretical upper bound on the lightest Higgs boson mass [19, 20, 37, [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . The renormalization of the vacuum expectation values (VEVs) was considered in Refs. [45, 46] and the impact of gauge kinetic mixing when two extra U (1) gauge groups are at low energies was investigated [47] . These models may ameliorate the little hierarchy problem but have new contributions to fine tuning from the Z mass [48, 49] . The consequences for neutrino physics have been examined [50, 51] , as well as leptogenesis [23, 52] and electroweak (EW) baryogenesis [53, 54] . There have been many studies into the extended set of neutralinos [35, 40, [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . The muon anomalous magnetic moment [65, 66] , electric dipole moments [55, 56] , µ → eγ [57] and CP-violation in the Higgs sector [67] have been investigated. Anomaly mediated SUSY breaking [68] and family symmetries [69] [70] [71] have been studied in these U (1) extensions of the SM.
The signatures associated with the exotic states in these models have been considered [72, 73] and Z mass limits at the LHC and Tevatron were examined [74] . The impact of the 125 GeV Higgs observation and LHC limits on sparticles was examined [75] and was re-examined after calculating higher order corrections to gauge and Yukawa couplings [76] . Non-standard Higgs decays have also been studied [28, 30, 77] . What a measurement of the first and second generation sfermion masses might tell us about the underlying E 6 GUT model was looked at [78] . Finally the impact of gauge kinetic mixing on Z and slepton production at the LHC was examined [79] .
The structure of this letter is as follows. In Section 2 the model we investigate is described. In Section 3 the procedure used to investigate the model is explained and we describe the results of our investigation. We present benchmark scenarios which fit current data, including the Higgs mass measurement and the relic density of DM. Finally in Section 4 we give our conclusions.
The CSE 6 SSM
Models with an extra U (1) can arise from the breakdown of E 6 GUTs. Such GUT models can emerge from ten dimensional E 8 × E 8 heterotic string theory after the compactification of extra dimensions, breaking E 8 → E 6 [5] [6] [7] . The E 8 then forms a hidden sector which interacts with the visible sector only through gravitational interactions. When local supergravity is broken in the hidden sector these gravitational interactions transmit the SUSY breaking to the visible sector, giving rise to a set of soft breaking masses.
If the E 6 gauge group lives in 5 or 6 dimensions then it may be broken by the boundary conditions. Five and six dimensional orbifold GUTs can then lead to the E 6 inspired model with an exact custodial symmetry [26] and give rise to precisely the low energy model we study in this letter, which we now describe in detail.
The low energy gauge group is that of the SM with an additional U (1) N symmetry. This U (1) N is a linear combination of U (1) ψ and U (1) χ ,
which appear in the breakdown of
The matter content fills three complete generations of E 6 27-plets, 27 i , ensuring gauge anomalies automatically cancel. Each 27 i contains one generation of ordinary matter, a SM singlet field S i , up-and down-type Higgs doublets H u i and H d i 1 and charged ±1/3 leptoquarks D i and D i . There are also two additional pairs of states (L 4 , L 4 ) and (S, S) that originate from 27 and 27 and automatically cancel anomalies on their own as a consequence. This structure of the low energy matter content allowing this cancellation is not a coincidence, it is a consequence of the E 6 GUT, which is anomaly free, and the specific orbifold GUT construction [26] . The representations and charges of the superfields are given in Table 1 , where there and throughout this letter Roman indices run over i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 and Greek indices run over α = 1, 2.
As a consequence of the E 6 based construction, and the breaking of the U (1) χ and U (1) ψ at some intermediate scale, the model automatically conserves matter parity,
. However there remain dangerous baryon number (B) and lepton number (L) violating interactions. So to avoid rapid proton decay and FCNCs one additional discrete symmetryZ H 2 is imposed. As a consequence the model has not one, but two new stable particles. This can be understood by defining a Z E 2 symmetry byZ
The charges under these discrete symmetries are specified in Table 1 . SinceZ H 2 and Z M 2 are separately conserved, Z E 2 is also conserved. In the cases studied here this means that both the lightest exotic singlino associated with theŜ i superfields and the lightest ordinary neutralino are stable.
After imposingZ H 2 symmetry, the low-energy superpotential of the model can be written,
where W MSSM (µ = 0) is the MSSM superpotential without the µ term, all superfields appear with a hat and all coefficients of the superfields are couplings of appropriate dimensions, andÂ ·B ≡ αβÂ αBβ =Â 2B1 −Â 1B2 . The above superpotential interactions are supplemented by a set of soft SUSY breaking interactions; namely, soft scalar masses for all chiral superfields, soft breaking scalar trilinear, bilinear and linear terms for each superpotential coupling, and soft breaking gaugino masses. The resulting large number of soft parameters can be substantially reduced by considering constrained SUSY models inspired by gravity mediated SUSY breaking. Here we assume that at the GUT scale, M X , all scalar masses are unified to a common value m 0 , all gaugino masses are unified to M 1/2 , that all soft trilinears are equal to A 0 , and all soft bilinears to B 0 .
Once these soft mass parameters are evolved down to the EW scale, minimizing the Higgs potential (given in Ref. [30] ) leads to the Higgs fields developing VEVs,
Analysis and Results
To determine the sparticle spectrum we created a spectrum generator for the model using FlexibleSUSY-1.1.0 [80, 81] coupled with SARAH-4.5.6 [82] [83] [84] [85] . Internally FlexibleSUSY also uses some routines from SOFTSUSY [86, 87] . We focused on the scenarios where the Z mass is decoupled from the EWSB conditions, and so choose the SM singlet VEVs to satisfy s = s 2 1 + s 2 2 = 650 TeV, giving m Z ≈ 240 TeV. At the same time, to reproduce the relic density with a Higgsino or mixed bino-Higgsino DM candidate we looked for scenarios with a small value of µ eff = λs 1 / √ 2. This implies that the coupling λ should be very small. To find such solutions, we implemented a new solver algorithm in FlexibleSUSY that makes use of semi-analytic solutions to the renormalization group equations (RGEs). This allows us to choose input values of µ eff and M 1/2 to obtain an acceptable DM candidate. For a given value of A 0 and B 0 , the value of m 0 is then fixed by the requirement of correct EWSB. The remaining EWSB conditions are used to fix the ratio tan θ = s 2 /s 1 , the VEV ϕ, and the superpotential linear coupling, Λ F , as well as its soft breaking counterpart Λ S . The full details of this procedure will be given in our companion paper [88] .
For scenarios with such small values of λ we find that setting the exotic couplings κ i and λ α to values much larger than λ induces large mixings amongst exotic scalars, leading to tachyons. Therefore we choose these couplings to be of a similar size to λ. For simplicity we also set the remaining exotic couplings g D ij , h E iα ,f iα and f iα to negligibly small values. The choice of small κ i and λ α allows light exotic fermions to be present in the spectrum.
However, the solutions we found also have many heavy states as well, and in particular very heavy stops.
To obtain a precise prediction for the lightest Higgs mass we used the effective field theory approach of SUSYHD-1.0.2 [89] . To do this we performed a tree-level matching to the MSSM at the scale M S = m DR
, e.g. by setting the MSSM soft scalar masses to be those obtained in the CSE 6 SSM after running from the GUT scale. Since the exotic couplings beyond the MSSM are very small, the associated logarithms in the Higgs mass are negligible and so this approach should not degrade the accuracy of our calculations.
The calculated particle spectrum of the model for six benchmark points is given in Table 2 . For all of the benchmarks the light Higgs mass is consistent with the measured value [90] , within theoretical errors.
The altered RG flow in this model ensures that the sfermions are heavier than the gauginos. Additionally, the requirement of a light µ eff leads to the EWSB conditions imposing a relationship amongst the universal soft masses such that m 0 > A 0 , M 1/2 . This means that maximal mixing in the stop sector cannot be used to obtain a 125 GeV Higgs and so in all six benchmarks the sfermions are very heavy and well beyond the reach of the LHC.
Conversely, the light exotic leptoquarks and inert Higgsinos that result from the small exotic couplings can be detectable at the LHC. The leptoquark states, D i , participate in QCD interactions and may be pair produced at the LHC. When past threshold the differential production cross section is comparable to the pair production of top quarks [73] . These states are R-parity odd and therefore decay with missing energy, through a long cascade decay involving the couplings g D ij in Eq. (2) to allow the initial decay of the exotic quark into a squark (quark) and exotic lepton (slepton) pair, and also h E iα for the exotic lepton (or slepton), L 4 , to decay. Since there is a hierarchy in the SM Yukawa couplings it seems natural to assume that a similar hierarchy will exist in the leptoquark andL 4 Yukawa interactions. In this case pair production will therefore give rise to an enhancement of pp → ttτ + τ − +E miss T +X and pp → bb + E miss T + X, where X stands for any number of light quark/gluon jets.
The exotic charged and neutral inert Higgsino states may be produced in pairs through off-shell W and Z bosons. They subsequently decay into an on-shell Z or W and a singlino from f -andf -coupling induced mixing 2 . Thus the presence of these states at very low energies should enhance pp → ZZ + E miss T + X, pp → W Z + E miss T + X and pp → W W + E miss T + X. Note that this signature differs from the one which has been considered in previous E 6 constructions, where they decayed into fermion-sfermion pairs via couplings that are forbidden in this model by theZ H 2 symmetry. Although the sfermions are rather heavy, in all benchmark points other than BM4 the MSSM-like neutralinos and charginos are also light in addition to the exotic states. The neutralino and chargino masses are shown in Table 3. While these are weakly interacting states, they are very light, so it is reasonable to expect some discovery potential, in particular from the production of a neutralino-chargino pair, which leads to an enhancement of pp → lll + E miss T + X. The branching ratios for the processesχ 0 2 →χ 0 1 ll andχ ± 1 →χ 0 1 lν l , obtained using a CalcHEP [91] model generated using SARAH-4.5.6, are shown in Table 3 . For the scenarios considered here, the processχ 0 2 →χ 0 1 ll proceeds almost entirely through diagrams involving a virtual Z, with diagrams involving a virtual Higgs being a negligible contribution due to the small mass splitting between mχ0 2 and mχ0 1 and the small Higgs couplings to leptons and quarks 3 . Therefore the discovery prospects are expected to be rather similar to those in the W Z-mediated scenario of Ref. [92] .
Currently, stronger constraints can be placed on the gaugino sector by the measurement of the relic density of DM and limits on the spin independent (SI) cross section from direct detection experiments. The composition of the lightest neutralino, relic density along with a breakdown of the various contributions to the annihilation cross section and the SI and spin dependent cross sections are also given in Table 3 . To calculate DM observables in the model, the generated CalcHEP model files were used to implement the model in micrOMEGAs-4.1.8 [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] . The inert singlinos are almost massless and so have a negligible contribution to the total relic density. The total relic density shown is that due to the lightest neutralino.
To obtain the observed relic density [100] one may use a pure Higgsino DM candidate with a mass of about 1 TeV. However this then requires a very heavy bino to ensure the lightest neutralino is pure Higgsino and that in turn means the gluino must be above the reach of LHC run II in this constrained model. BM4 is an example of such a scenario. In this scenario the SI cross section is reasonably far from the current best exclusion limit of LUX [101] , though XENON1T will be in a position to either discover this or rule it out.
The SI cross section increases in scenarios where the lightest neutralino is a mixture of bino and Higgsino. In such cases the SI cross section is very close to the LUX limit 4 and will be discoverable in the "early data" of XENON1T. BMs 1-3 are examples of this. In this case the correct relic density is achieved with a much lighter DM candidate and subsequently the gluino is within reach of the LHC and gluino pair production will lead to a considerable enhancement of pp →+E miss T +X. BM1 has exotic leptoquarks with masses below current limits on the gluino and should be easily discoverable at the LHC run II, while for BM2 the exotic quarks are now heavier but should still be within the reach of the LHC run II. In both BM1 and BM2 the gluino mass is fairly large though the 3 Note that the decay ofχ 0 2 intoχ 0 1 +tt is not kinematically allowed. 4 In fact while this document was in preparation a reinterpretation of the LUX limits appeared on the arXiv pre-print server [102] , which makes the tension more severe. However despite this tension it is still possible that points like these could be discovered by XENON1T and therefore they remain very interesting.
LHC should still be able to discover them, at least with the high luminosity upgrade [103] . In BM3 both the gluino and the leptoquarks are very light and discovery of these should be possible with 300 fb −1 of integrated luminosity (IL).
Finally, BM5 and BM6 represent scenarios with a Higgsino DM candidate that is too light to account for all of the observed DM relic density. This substantially decreases the direct detection event rate, allowing the LUX cross section limits to be evaded and reducing the sensitivity of XENON1T to these points. At the same time, both the gluino and exotic quark masses are light enough to be accessible at run II. In contrast to BMs 1-3, these points could therefore be discovered at run II of the LHC, without being in tension with the current LUX limits or being observed in the early XENON1T data. However, this comes at the cost of requiring an additional source of DM in this scenario in order to explain the observed relic density. BM5 also shows that the leptoquarks can be heavier than in the other benchmarks so that it may be challenging to find with 300 fb −1 of IL, but it still should be possible to discover these at the LHC. In contrast in BM6 the leptoquark is comparatively light but the gluino may require longer running to be discovered.
Conclusions
In this letter we have presented benchmark scenarios in a new well motivated E 6 inspired model, all of which predict states which can be discovered at both XENON1T and run II of the LHC. With initial run II results already available and new results from XENON1T expected very soon these scenarios are of urgent interest.
In BMs 1-3 we show that the model can explain DM, fitting the observed relic density, while having exotic leptoquarks, gluinos, and possibly even neutralinos and charginos discoverable at the LHC run II. Further the bino-Higgsino DM candidate for these these points should be discovered immediately in "early data" from the XENON1T experiment.
BM4 on the other hand shows a Higgsino dominated DM candidate, where mixing with the bino is suppressed as the bino is rather heavy. In this case gaugino mass universality and the RG flow make the gluino far too heavy for the LHC reach. However the model can still be discovered through exotic leptoquarks. This emphasizes the need for dedicated studies on these exotic states. The DM is still within discovery range of XENON1T but should take a little longer to discover than the other benchmarks.
Finally we also presented BM5 and BM6 where we showed that one can also have scenarios with light phenomenology within reach of the LHC, where the relic density is not fully explained. In such a case the sensitivity of XENON1T will be limited by the substantially reduced relic density for the lightest neutralino. However even in this case the state ought to be discoverable by the end of the XENON1T experiment. Table 2 : Parameters for the benchmark points BM1-BM6 and the resulting sparticle masses. For all points we fix s = 650 TeV, tan β(MZ ) ≡ v2/v1 = 10, σ(MX ) = 0.02, κ(MX ) = 0.01, µ(MX ) = 0 GeV, µL(MX ) = 10 TeV,σ(MX ) = 0 and B0 = 0 GeV. The couplingsfiα, fiα, h E iα and g D ij are all set to negligibly small values, as they do not have a significant impact on the spectrum. For brevity, we show an approximate mass mq 1,2 for the first and second generation up-and down-type squarks. The exact masses of all four states are within ±100 GeV of this value. Similarly, ml represents an approximate mass for all sleptons, with the exact masses all lying within ±150 GeV of the given value. ll (with l = e, µ) and the predicted relic density and WIMP-nucleon scattering cross sections for the benchmark points BM1-6. Also shown are the approximate percentage contributions to the annihilation cross section from the indicated channels for each benchmark. Note that the contributions to the total relic density are computed using the freeze-out approximation.
